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ABSTRACT 
We study a two-level algebraic multigrid scheme for computing the stationary 
distribution of a homogeneous Markov chain with a finite state space. We reveal its 
relationship to an iterative aggregation-disaggregation method, provide an error 
analysis, and prove its local convergence. Moreover, we discuss the stochastic meaning 
of a block SOR procedure that can be used as iterative smoother of the multigrid 
scheme. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Iterative procedures are a convenient numerical solution method for 
computing the stationary distribution of a homogeneous continuous-time or
discrete-time Markov chain (CTMC, DTMC) with a large, but finite state 
space (el. [18, 2]). Often an iterative aggregation-disaggregation (IAD) tech- 
nique is applied to speed up convergence (of. [27-29]). 
We study a two-level algebraic multigrid (AMG) solution method for 
Markov chains. Multigrid schemes have been applied successfully to solve 
large sparse linear systems arising from various fields (of. [12, 10, 9, 15, 28]). 
We present an algebraic framework to analyze the behavior of the residual 
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error-correction technique and prove the local convergence of the AMG 
scheme. Considering the canonical AMG approach, we improve the descrip- 
tion of the related IAD algorithms developed by Schweitzer et al. [28] and 
Horton et al. [15]. Along with it, we elaborate on the error results of IAD 
schemes derived by Chatelin and Miranker [6], Haviv [14], and Mandel and 
Sekerka [20]. Furthermore, we discuss the stochastic meaning of the 
postsmoothing iteration process by a block relaxation scheme. 
It is our main objective to bridge the gap between the techniques and 
arguments applied in numerical linear algebra and stochastic modeling by 
Markov chains (cf. [6, 20, 9, 27]). In particular, we point out that the IAD 
method developed for the solution of Markovian models is not an isolated 
subject, but it can be imbedded into the theory of AMG methods using an 
appropriate interpretation. The main difference between the classical applica- 
tion of AMG techniques in numerical inear algebra and the numerical 
analysis of Markov chains is given by the stochastic meaning of the smoothing 
schemes, the variability of the coarse grids, and a nonstationary residual 
correction. It is our goal to stimulate research on algebraic multigrid methods 
with dynamic grids depending on the progress of the iteration process. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the mathe- 
matical background of iterative solution methods for finite Markov chains and 
state the basic lAD and AMG algorithms. In Section 3 we improve the 
description of the IAD method, study the residual error-correction step, and 
prove the local convergence of the AMG scheme. In Section 4 the stochastic 
meaning of the block relaxation scheme is revealed. Finally, the findings are 
summarized in the conclusion. 
2. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND OF ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
METHODS FOR FINITE MARKOV CHAINS 
In this section we describe in a unifying way the mathematical back- 
ground for computing the steady-state distribution vector p E R" of a 
CTMC {X(t), t >1 0} with an irreducible generator matrix Q ~ R ~×n or for a 
DTMC {X,, n ~ N 0} with an irreducible transition-probability matrix (t.p.m.) 
P ~ R "×~. Either type of Markov chain is supposed to have a finite state 
space S = {1 . . . . .  n}. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic numerical solution 
methods for finite Markov chains (cf. [2, 18]) and adopt the notation of 
Berman and Plemmons, in particular with regard to vector and matrix 
orderings (cf. [3, Chapter 2, p. 26]). Let ~ = {x ~ R"lx >I 0, etx = 1} be 
the compact set of all probability vectors. A ± is the subspace of all vectors 
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that are orthogonal to all elements of the set A c R n. Let e denote the 
vector with all ones, and e z ~ R" be the / th  unit vector. 
For any irreducible (column) stochastic matrix T we call the unique 
normalized right eigenvector 0 < x* ~ 9 associated with its spectral radius 
p(T)  = 1 the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector. Let o-(T) denote the spectrum, 
and 8(T )= max{IA[ A ~ o'(T)\{1}} be the modulus of the subdominant 
eigenvalues of T. The point p ~ R" is the unique positive solution of a 
nonsymmetric singular linear system Ax = 0 subject to the normalization 
condition etx = 1. A is an irreducible singular M-matrix with zero column 
sums, i.e., an irreducible Q-matrix (cf. [23, 18]). In the case of a CTMC, 
A = -Qt  is derived from the generator matrix Q; in the case of a DTMC, 
A = I - pt is derived from the t.p.m. P (cf. [18]). 
In the following, let A = M - N be an arbitrary splitting of the irre- 
ducible Q-matrix A ~ R "×" such that M -1 >~ 0, J = M-1N >1 O, and T = 
NM-1  >~ O, e.g. a regular splitting. It yields a nonnegative iteration matrix J
with the simple eigenvalue p( J )  = 1. The associated ual iteration matrix 
T = MJM -1 and the semiconvergent extrapolated variant To, = (1 - to)I + 
toT, to ~ (0, 1), are stochastic matrices with simple eigenvalues p(T,o)= 
[iT~II~ = 1 (cf. [26, Theorem 4.4; 3, Theorem 6.4.16, p. 146]). For any initial 
vector x (°) ~ 9 the sequence 
x (k÷l) = T~x (k), k e N0, (1) 
of the stationary first-order Richardson extrapolation converges to a probabil- 
ity vector 0 < x* ~,~, and the steady-state vector p is determined by 
p = M- lx* / (e tM- lx* ) .  Subsequently, the subscript to is omitted to sim- 
plify the notation. 
The convergence of the procedure (1) can be accelerated by inserting 
some aggregation-disaggregation (AD) steps during the iteration process (cf. 
[28, 14, 6]). The resulting iterative AD procedure can be employed as a basic 
solution method not only for nearly completely decomposable Markov chains 
(cf. [8, 7]), but also for all irreducible Markov chains with finite state space: 
IAD ALGORITHM. 
1. Initialization: 
Select an initial vector x (°) >> 0, ctx (°) = 1, an integer ~¢ ~ ~, and 
a real number 6 ~ (0,1). Select a partition F = {Jl . . . . .  Jm} of 
{1 . . . . .  n} into m >1 2 disjoint sets with nj elements each. 
Set k := 0. 
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AD step 2.1: 
For j=  l tomdo 
(k) t (k) 
yjZxtk)':t ) Xj //e x) 
1 /n je  
For i = t m do 
en~o(X (k)) := etTjd j yj( x (k )) 
endfor 
AD step 2.2: 
Solve 
if xJ k) > 0, 
if xJ k) = 0 
s (  x ~k~) ~*( x ~k~) = ~*( x ¢~) 
subject o 
e t ot*(x  (k)) : 1, ot*(x  (k)) > 0, 
g( x ~k~) .'= e(  x ~)  ~*( x ~k~) = ( ~j* ( x ~)  yj( x ~) )~ =1 .. . . . .  
3. Postsmoothing iteration: 
X(k+l) := T~g( x (k)) 
4. Termination test: 
If IIx ¢k+1> -xCk>)ll~/llxek~ll~ < 
then goto step 5 
else k :=k  + 1 
goto step 2 
endif 
5. Normalization: 
M-Ix(k+1)  
p := etM_ lx (k+l  )
To guarantee the global convergence of the overall IAD procedure, the 
fallback techniques and convergence result of Schweitzer and Kindle [28, 
Theorem 4, p. 328] can be applied not only to point or block Jacobi and 
Gauss-Seidel splittings A = (D  - L) - U, but also to the whole family of 
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regular splittings A = M - N (el. [18, 14, 6]). Empirical investigations have 
shown that the resulting IAD scheme is superior to a pure SOR scheme if it 
is applied to stochastic matrices with known nearly completely decomposable 
structure (cf. [8]) or those generator matrices arising from certain telecommu- 
nication systems, e.g. retrial queueing systems, or input-output models in 
economics (cf. [29, 19, 6]). If the underlying Q-matrix A has a known 
p-cyclic structure and the optimal relaxation parameter to can be determined, 
the optimal SOR scheme is superior due to the effort of performing an AD 
step (cf. [18, 13]). 
An alternative, robust black-box solver is given by an algebraic multigrid 
method. In a two-level multigrid scheme, AD step 2.2 is replaced by a 
coarse-grid error correction 
d (k) := ( I  - T)x(k); (2)  
solve 
[ I  - y = Rd (k), (3) 
subject o 
ety = O, 
g(x(k) )  := x(k) _ e (x (k ) )  y (4) 
arising from the aggregation (3) of the defect equation (2) with appropriate 
restriction and prolongation matrices R ~ ~m×n, p(.) ~ RnXm. Adding the 
lifted correction P(x(k))y of its defect equation (3) on a coarser grid and 
iteratively smoothing the resulting approximation, an estimate x (k) of the 
solution of the linear system ( I  - T ) .x  = 0 is improved. In the two-grid 
method considered here, this correction term y on the coarse grid is 
obtained as solution of a related smaller linear system (3) derived from the 
aggregation of the original one according to step 2.1. This solution process of 
the coarse-grid correction step (2) to (4) can be considered as AD (cf. [10]). It 
is the objective of this iterative residual-correction technique to annihilate the 
slow transients of the error on the coarse grid. The iteration steps 3 
performed by standard methods like the SOR scheme are used to smooth the 
fast transients of the error on the fine grid (cf. [12, §10]). 
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE TWO-LEVEL AMG METHOD 
In this section we show the equivalence of the V-cycle scheme of a 
two-level algebraic multigrid approach and the lAD method sketched above 
(see also [10]). Imposing only natural stochastic constraints, we show the local 
convergence of the AMG scheme (see also [9, 30]). We elaborate on the 
corresponding results of Chatelin and Miranker [6] and those of Mandel and 
Sekerka [20] regarding their slight extension to semiconvergent iteration 
matrices. Along with it we refine Haviv's error analysis [14]. 
3.1. Description of the IAD Scheme 
First we improve the algebraic description of the IAD method, since the 
AMG scheme will be derived from it. To reveal all functional relationships in
a clear manner, we use a matrix-oriented formulation arising from multigrid 
theory, and we adopt the notation of Chatelin and Miranker (cf. [6, 14]). 
We consider the extrapolated ual iteration matrix T = I -  roAM -1, 
o9 ~ (0, 1), arising from a splitting A = M - N with M-1 >1 O, NM-1  >1 0 
of the irreducible Q-matrix A ~ ~n×n with the unique Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvector x* ~.~. We select a partition F = {J1 . . . . .  Jm} of the state space 
S = {1 . . . . .  n} into m >/2 disjoint sets J~ with n~ >/1 elements each. The 
elements of these sets are enumerated in a consecutive order such that i < j 
holds for i ~ Jl, J ~ Jk, 1 < k. The elements of all matrices and vectors are 
arranged in blocks by an appropriate permutation and numbered accordingly, 
.~. = I 1 , ' ' ' ,  Xm 1, Xi = Xt"  j Jj 
In analogy to the AMG approach, we define a nonnegative aggregation 
matrix R ~ R m×" as the membership matrix of F by 
1 if j~ J , ,  l<<.i<~m, (5) 
Rq = l/ ,( j )  = 0 otherwise, 
l ~< j <<. n. 
For an arbitrary x ~ we define a diagonal matrix 0 < A(x) = Diag(x) 
~ ,x ,  by A, (x )  = (xl) i for i ~ Jz, 1 ~< l ~< m, and a(x)  = 
(a l (x )  . . . . .  am(X)) t = Rx > 0, i.e., aj(x)  = etxj, j ~ {1 . . . . .  m}, and eta(x) 
= 1 hold. a(x)  is called the vector of interaggregate probabilities. Let 
0 < f~)(X)  E ~m×m be the diagonal matrix 
{~ for x i = 0, 
qbi,(x) = l(0~(a,(x)) = l~0~(x,) = for x, > 0, l <<. i <~ m, 
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and set 0 < V(x)  = A(x )R  t + Rt~(x)  E R nxm. Then 0 < P(x)  = 
V(x)[RV(x)]  -1 ~ R "x'~ is called the prolongation matrix and, in contrast o 
the canonical AMG approach, it is a scaled version of the transposed 
aggregation matrix (of. [6; 12, p. 318])• It is given by 
p i j (x )=[ (y j (x ) )  , if i E J j ,  l<~i<~n,  l<~j<~m,  (6) 
t 0 otherwise, 
where the blocks of the vector y(x )= e(x )e  = (yj(x))j= 1 m > 0 are 
defined by y,(x) = x Ja j (x ) l (o  ~)(xj) + 1/njel{o}(Xj). They have the prop- 
erties etyj(x)  = 1, xj = a j (x)y j (x)  for each j ~ {1 . . . . .  m}. Here y(x)  is 
called the vector of intraaggregate probabilities, since its components yj(x) 
R'J can be interpreted as conditional probabilities of staying in the states 
of an aggregate Jj subject to the probability vector x ~ :~. For xj = 0 a 
uniform distribution is chosen. 
The nonnegative matrices 
i 0 "" 
,L e t  
R= 
**• 0 
yl(x) 0 
o y2(x) 
e(x) = 
:!1 
... 0 
>0,  
0 
>0 
ym(x) 
have rank m and satisfy etp(x)  = e t, erR = e t, and RP(x)  = I. They gener- 
ate a stochastic idd~npotent matrix 
r i(x) = e( x)R = V( x)[ RV( x)I-' R 
'r l l(x) 0 
o II2(x) 
0 
"•" 0 
0 
0 IIm(X ) 
(~) 
R ~×~ (8) 
with the stochastic matrices i ' lt(x) = yt( x )e t, 1 = 1 . . . . .  m. It is a projection 
onto its m-dimensional range Im I I (x )= Im P(x)  along its null space 
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Ker I I ( x )  = Ker R (cf. [6, p. 20]). Rx = a(x)  and P(x )a (x )  = x induce 
I I(x)x = x. Furthermore, I I(x) = P(x )R  is a nonnegative rank factorization. 
For each l ~ {1 . . . . .  m} we define a lower triangular matrix U z 
Rnl×(n I 1) by Ule k = e k - ek+l, 1 <~ k <~ n l - 1. Its independent column 
vectors span e±c ~,1. Set Wl(X)  = (U l tU l ) - lU l t [ I  - y l (x )e  t] E ~ nl-l×nl 
and S t = ( yt, U1) ~ ~nl×nl" Then 
let) a l  1 = Wl (  X ) , l-I/(•) : Sl o o a l l  
and Wl(x)y t (x )  = O, Wz(x )U  1 = I. The matrices 
U = 
U 1 0 ... 0 I 
J 
o u2 
o 
0 "'" 0 U m 
~. R n×n-m '
W(x)  = 
WI(X ) 0 
0 w2(x) 
°°" 0 
0 
o Wm(X) 
~_ ~n-m×n 
of rank n - m have the properties 
0 = RU,  0 = W(x)P (x ) ,  I = W(x)U ,  I = I I (x )  = UW(x) 
S=(P(x )  U) , ,  s - l=(  R )W(x)  ' (9) 
and etU = O, W(x)x  = 0, W(x)  = (UtU) - IUt [ I  - II(x)]. They constitute 
the Jordan decomposition 
We note that we can use any idempotent stochastic matrix II(.) with a 
strictly positive Perron-Frobenius eigenvector u ~ in the construction 
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process, since each has a nonnegative rank factorization (7) of the form (8) 
with the mentioned properties (cf. [3, Corollary 3.3.6, p. 66; 7]). 
For strictly positive x ~ ,~ we define the regular, diagonal-positive matrix 
L(x) = [A(x)] 1/2 = Diag((~-~[)k= 1 ...... ) ~ R "×n. It follows that P(x) = 
L(x) [nL(x) ] t{[nZ(x) ] [nZ(x) ] t}  -1 and r l (x )= L(x)p(x)L- l (x) ,  where 
Q( x ) = [ RL( x)]t{[ RL( x )][ RL( x )]t} - 1RL( x ) is a nonnegative orthogonal pro- 
jection matrix. 
The projection of T defined by II(x)T is a column-stochastic matrix; 
hence its group inverse [I - II(x)T] # exists (cf. [21, p. 445; 3, p. 119]). The 
nonnegative, stochastic aggregated iteration matrix 
B( x) = RTP( x) ~ ~mXm (10) 
possesses a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector 0 < a*(x )~ ff~m satisfying 
B(x)a* (x )  = a*(x) (11) 
and eta*(x) = 1. The disaggregated vector g(x) ~ defined by 
g(x)  = e( x),,*( x) (12) 
is a Galerkin approximation in Im II(x), 
II(x)(I - T)rl(x)g(x) = [I - II(x)T]g(x) 
For the stochastic matrix T ~ R "x" and 
are equivalent 
since 
since H(x)g(x) = g(x) and 
= 0 (cf. [6, p. 20ff.]). 
x ~ ~ the following conditions 
rank[ / -  RTP(x)] = m - 1, (13) 
rank[ / -  H(x)T]  = n - 1, (14) 
rank[ / -  rn (x ) ]  = .  - 1, (15) 
rank[ / -  n(x) r r t (x ) ]  = .  - ~, (16) 
tr(RTP(x))  \ {0} = or(H(x)T)  \ {0} = t r (T I I (x ) )  \ {0} = 
cr(II(x)TII(x)) \ {0}. If one of these conditions (13) to (16) is fulfilled, there 
exist probability vectors g(x), z(x) ~,~, a*(x) ~ ~m with the properties 
Ker[I - I I (x)T]  = span{g(x)}, 
Ker[ I - RTP( x)l = span{ a*( x)}, (17) 
Ker[I - TH(x)]  = span{z(x)}, 
g(x)  = e(x),~*(x), ,,*(x) = ~(x) ,  
g(x)  = r l (x )z (x ) ,  z (x)  = Tg(x). (lS) 
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If T is irreducible and x >> 0, then H(x)T  is also irreducible and the 
condition (13) is satisfied (cf. [141). If additionally rank[I - H(x) l  = n - 1 
holds, e.g., due to the irreducibility of H(x),  then (13) to (16) are fulfilled. 
Moreover, Ker[I  - I I (x)T]  = Ker[I  - I I(x)] = span{x} and g(x)  = x fol- 
low. Hence, the irreducibility of H(x)  imposed by Haviv [14] is meaningless. 
An AD step 2.2 consists of an aggregation step (11) followed by a 
disaggregation step (12). Given the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector x* ~.~ of 
T, the errors before an AD step, E = x* -x ,  and after an AD step, 
= x* - g(x), are related by 
[ I -  II(x)T][x* - g(x)] = [ I -  I](x)l(x* -x )  (19) 
(cf. [14, p. 954; 6, (4.3), p. 311). 
Furthermore, we can assume that B(x)  is semiconvergent. Otherwise, we 
proceed to an extrapolated variant By(x) = (1 - T) I  + TB(x)  for some 
T ~(0 ,1) .  I fa  block SOR scheme is applied to A, i.e. A =D-L -  U, 
Mo, = (1/to)(D - toL), No, = (1/to)[(1 - t0)D + toU], T~ = NO,M~, l then 
B~(x) can be derived from the corresponding block AOR method with 
Mo, ~ = (1 /T toXD - toL), No, ~ = (l /Tto){(1 - Tto)D - oJ[(1 - T )L  - 
TU']I, To,,~ = No,,:,M~o, 1 = (1 - 'T)I + TTO, for T, to ~ (0, 1). 
If we define a coefficient of ergodicity ~'(T) with respect o a vector norm 
I1" II by ~-(T) = max{llTxll Ix ~ R", Ilxll ~< 1, etx = 0}, it follows that a(T)  ~< 
1 n r l (T)  =~ maxl, k ~]j=l lTf l -  Tjkl for I1" II1 (cf. [241). Then ~-l(T)< 1 is a 
sufficient condition guaranteeing the semiconvergence of B(x), since 
8(B(x)) = 8( I I (x )T)  < rl( l - I(x)T) ~< I I I I (x ) l l~(Z)  < 1. 
3.2. The Two-Level Algebraic Multigrid Method 
It is the basic idea of the AMG approach to correct for a given probability 
vector x ~ R" the projection of the defect 
d = ( / -  r ) (x  - x*)  a n (20) 
on the m-dimensional subspace 11 c = Im I I (x)  = Im P(x) of the coarse 
grid. This grid is implicitly defined by the variables associated with Occ  R" 
and determined by the base transformation S and P(x), R, I I (x)  according 
to (9), (6), (5), (7). S yields a hierarchical deeomposition of R" = 12 c • l) F 
and of the variables x = x c + x r into those grid nodes and the related 
coefficients x c ~ II c belonging both to the fine and coarse grid, and those 
x F ~ lq v = Im U = KerR  = Ker H(x)  belonging only to the fine grid. 
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A Galerkin-type aggregation R( I  - T )P (x )  = I - B (x )  is used as linear 
operator on the coarse grid. Hence, the error correction y ~ ff~m satisfies 
R( t - r )e (  x )y  = Rg = R( t - r ) (  x - x*).  (21) 
The error e°)(x)  = - e = x - x* of the original system is approximated by 
e(x)  = P (x )y  ~ 1"1 c, and the solution x* ~ by the new iteration vector 
Cb(x)x = x - P (x )y  (cf. [12, §10.1.5]). As the latter is expected to satisfy the 
identities y = Re(x) ,  0 = ete(1)(x) = ete(x) ,  the relation ety  = 0 must be 
fulfilled. Since e(x)  = I I (x )e (x )  ~ f l  c and I I (x ) [ ( I  - T)e(x )  - d] = 0 
hold by (21), the error correction e(x)  is the Galerkin solution of the defect 
equation (20) in the m-dimensional subspace f~c. 
Since (21) implies [ I  - B(x)  + a* (x )e t ]y  = R( I  - T )x ,  the complete 
error-correction step is given by 
+(x) .x  =x-e(x )y  
={I -P (x ) [ I -B (x )  + a* (x )e t ] - 'R ( I -T ) ) .x  (22) 
with the nonstationary two-grid correction operator dp( x ) = I - P( x )[ I - 
B (x )  + a* (x )e t ] - lR ( I  - T). 
In the IAD scheme the disaggregated vector g(x)  = P (x )a* (x )  ~ 1~ c of 
an AD step fulfills I I (x ) .  ( I  - T ) .  I I (x )g (x )  = 0. By H(x )x  = x and (18), 
R( I  - T )e (x ) [Rx  - ot*(x)] = R( I  - T )x  follows. Hence, 
nx  - ~*(x)  = R[x  - x , ]  - [~ , (x )  - ~*(x* ) l  
= [ I -B (x )  + a* (x )e t ] - lR ( I -  T )x  
=R[ I - * (x ) ]x  ~e ± 
coincides with the error correction y on the coarse grid, and the solution of 
the aggregated system in the AD method can be interpreted as coarse-grid 
error correction of the AMG approach. Re°) (x )  = R(x  - x*) coincides with 
y = Rx - ot*(x) = R[x  - x*] - [a* (x )  - ot*(x*)] if the error e(2)(x) = 
a* (x )  - a* (x* )  on the coarse grid is annihilated. 
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We suppose that the condition rank[I  - H(x )T ]  = n - 1 is satisfied. 
Then the representation [ I  - I I (x )T  + g(x)et] -1 = [ I  - I I (x )T ]  ~ + 
g(x)e t (cf. [21, Theorem 3.1]) and the identifies 
P(  x ) [  I - B (x )  + or*( x)e t] -1R = [ I - -  II( x )Z  + g( x )e  t ] -1 I I (x ) ,  
(23) 
I - g (x )e  t = [I - I I (x )T ]#[ I  - I I (x ) ]  
+[  t - + g(x e'] -1 
×l - I (x ) ( I  - T)  (24) 
hold (see [20]). By (23), (24), (22), and I I (x )x  = x, the basic identifies 
• (x )  = I - [ I  - I I(x)T + g(x)e ' ] - l I I (x ) ( I  - T )  
= I - [ I  - r l (x )T l# l - I (x ) ( t  - T )  
-- [ I  - n (x )T ]~[ I  - r l (x) ]  + g(x )e ' ,  
(25) 
~b(x)x  = [1  - n(x)T ] ' [ I  - n (x ) ]  .x + g(x )  = g(x )  
follow. As dP(x)x* = x* holds for all x ~ .~,  the errors ~ = x* - x, ~ = x* 
- g(x)  before and after an AD step are related to each other by 
= = [ i  - n (x )T l ' [1  - n (x ) ] . ,  
: [ I  - I I (x )T  + uet ] - l [ I  - H(x) ] ' ,  (26) 
for any probability vector u ~.9~, e.g. u = x or u = g(x)  (cf. [6, (4.3), p. 31; 
14, Theorem, p. 954; 17, Theorem 1, Corollary 1]). By construction, ~(x)  is a 
projection on Ker [H(x ) ( I -T ) ]  = Ker [R( I -T ) ]  along Im[ I I (x ) ( I -T ) ]  = 
[Im P(x)] f3 Im( I  - T)  = [Ira P(x)]  f3 e ± . In particular, all errors e 
[Im P(x)] N e ± are eliminated by the coarse-grid correction. 
These arguments illustrate that the outcome g(x)  ~ 11 c of an AD step 
2.2 coincides with the approximated solution vector ~(x)x  = x - P (x )y  of 
the AMG approach with the coarse-grid correction term y = Rx - ot*(x). 
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Hence, the lAD scheme sketched above coincides with a V-cycle of a 
two-level multigrid method. It is applied to the transformed eigenvalue 
problem A(1)x * = ( I  - T)x*  = 0 associated with the semiconvergent 
stochastic matrix T. However, in contrast to the canonical AMG method, the 
linear system on the coarser grid A(2)(x)y = d (2) = Rd ~1) with the fine-grid 
residual d (1) = AO)x is not known exactly, but its form depends on the 
current estimate x of the solution vector in terms of A(2)(x) = I - B (x )  = 
RA(1)P(x) [see (21)]. 
3.3. Error Analysis and Convergence of the AMG Scheme 
Normally, some iteration steps with the matrix T are applied to smooth 
the fast transients of the error. Then the nonstationary iteration matrix of the 
resulting AMG scheme is given by 
J (m) (x )  = Tm*(x)= Tm([  - P (x ) [ I -B (x )  + o t* (x )e t ] - lR (  I - T)} 
= Tm{[ I -  I I (x )T ]#[ I -  FI(x)] + g(x)e t} .  (27) 
The error propagation is determined by 
ft(m) = X* -- X (m) = J (m)(  x ) ft = n(m)(  x ) ft (2s) 
with the new iteration vector x (m) = J (m)(x)x = Tmg(x)  and the error-prop- 
agation matrix 
H(m)( x) = Tm[ I - II( x )T]*[  I - rI(x)]. (29) 
The error reduction gained by an AD step 2.2 and some consecutive iteration 
steps is determined by following formulae (see also [17, Theorem 2, Corollary 
2; 6, §4.2.4, p. 36f.]). 
LEMMA 1. We suppose that T is a semiconvergent stochastic matrix with 
the simple eigenvalue p(T)  = 1 and an associated eigenvector x* ~ and 
that one of  the conditions (13) to (16) is satisfied. Let x ~.  We denote the 
error before and after an AD step (11), (12) by ft = x* - x and ~ = x* - 
g(x) .  
Then the er ror  ft(m) = X* -- X (m) = Tm ~ after m >>, 1 iteration steps 
x (m) = J(m)(x)x = Tmg(x)  satisfies 
ft(m) = n(m)(x ) f t  = {T[ I  - n (x )T ]* [ I  - n(x)Tl} m. ~ (30) 
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with the error-propagation matrix 
H(m)(x )  = {T[ I  - n (x )T ]#[1  - I I ( x )T I}m- IHO) (x ) ,  (31) 
H(1)(x) = T[  I -- n( x)T]*[ I - n(x)T] 
×[1 -- H(x )T  + uet ] - l [  1 - [ I (  x)] 
= [I - T I - I (x ) ] *T [ I -  II(x)] 
= [1- -  TH(x)  +uet ] - lTUW(x) ,  (32) 
and 
I1~<~11 ~< [x(x)] ~ [ I -  I-I(x)T -4-uet] -1 .111I- n(x)]~ll 
II~(m)l[ ~< [ X(X) ]  m-1 [ I  -- TH(x)  + ue t] -1 . I[TUII'IIW(x)~II 
fo r  X(  x ) = IIT[ I - g(  x )et ]ll and any u ~ ~.  
Proof. By (28) and (29) it follows that E (1) = T[ I -  I I (x)T] # 
[I - II(x)]E = T[ I  - I I (x)T + x*et ] - l [ I  - II(x)]~ = [I - T I I (x ) ]#T 
[I - l-I(x)]E = [I - T I I (x)  + u" e t ] - lT [ I  - I I(x)]e for any u ~.  
Then (30) to (32) can be derived by combining Tm[I  - g (x )e  t] = {T[ I  
- g(x)et]} m, m >1 1, [ I  - I I (x )T ]#[ I  - I I (x)T] = I - g (x )e  t, (28), and 
E 0)  = T [ I  - l - l (x )T ]#[ I  - I I (x )T ] [ I  - I I (x )T ]#[ I  - I I(x)]e. • 
W(x)TU determines the convergence of T on the subspace O F that is 
expected to capture the fast transients of the error. According to Lemma 1 
the partition F should be chosen such that the upper bound IITUII" IIW(x)ll 
on the spectral radius p(W(x)TU)  becomes mall. 
By Lemma 1 and (30) a simple upper bound can be derived for the error 
reduction after m >i 1 iteration steps in case of ~ = x* - g (x )  # 0: 
/3(m) = _ _  
I1~11 
<~l lT[ I -g(x)et] l l  m. 
Then dt(T) = p(T( I  - T )#( I  - T) )  = p(T [ I  - g (x)et ] )  holds because 
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~(T[ I  - g(x)et]) \ {0) = tr(T( I  - x*et)) \ {0) = tr(T) \ {1, 0} (cf. [4]). By 
the semiconvergence of T, for every 8 > 0 there exists a matrix norm such 
that 8(T) <~ X(x)~< ~(T)+ ~ < 1. Hence, the error reduction of the 
smoothing iteration converges geometrically in terms of the modulus 8(T) = 
$(J)  of the subdominant eigenvalues of T = NM -1 and J = M-1N, respec- 
tively. However, in contrast o regular M-matrices, it is difficult to determine 
an appropriate splitting with a high rate of convergence by analytic means, 
since the simple relation M-1N = ( I  + A -1N) - IN  cannot be exploited any 
more (cf. [3, Theorem 7.5.2, 7.5.6, p. 181f.;19]). So far, it has not been 
possible to evaluate the effect of the splitting on the rate of convergence both 
accurately and efficiently. For this reason, empirical investigations or heuris- 
tics based on stochastic insight are still required to determine an appropriate 
splitting and an ordering of states that yields a fast iterafive procedure (cf. 
[18]). 
The following explicit representation of the error-correction matrix 
H(1)(X) can be derived. 
LEMMA 2. We suppose that T ~ R "x"  is a semiconvergent stochastic 
matrix with rank T = n - 1, that the stochastic aggregation matrix B(x) = 
RTP(x) ~ ~mXm satisfies rank B(x)  = m - 1, and that g(x) ~ is its 
unique Perron-Frobenius eigenvector. Set K(x) = T [ I -  H(x )T ]#[ I -  
I I(x)T] = T[I - g(x)et]. 
Then the error-propagation matrix of one postsmoothing iteration, 
H( ' ) (x)  = K(x ) [ I  - I I (x )K(x ) ] - l [ I  - I I (x ) ] ,  (33) 
satisfies the identities 
I - K (x )  = [ I  - K (x ) l - I (x ) ] [ I  - HO)(x)], 
H( ' ) (x ) [ I  - H ( ' ) (x ) ] - '  = - n (x ) ] ,  
H(')(x)  = I - ( I  - {I - [ I -  K(x)]  -1} 
(34) 
(35) 
I f  x >> 0, then we obtain 
L - l (  x)H(1)( x )L (  x) 
with the orthogonal projection Q( x ) = L -  1 (x) I I (x)  L(x). 
x[z -  n(,)]) -1 
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Proof. Using (32) with u = l - l (x)g(x) = g(x), Equation (33) follows. 
By ~r(K(x)) \ {0} = (r(T) \ {1, 0}, o'(K(x) I I (x))  \ {0} = o'( I I (x)K(x))  \
{0} = ~r( I I (x )T) \  {1,0} = o ' (B(x) ) \{1,0} (cf. [4, Theorem 27]), we con- 
elude 1 ~ o'(K(x))  and 1 ~ o'(K(x)I I(x)).  Starting with (33) and multiply- 
ing I -  H(l)(x) on the right by I -  K(x) I I (x) ,  we obtain (34). Hence 
1 ~ o'(H(1)(x)), and [I - H(1)(x)] -1 = [I - K(x) ] - l [ I  - K(x)I I(x)] fol- 
lows. By -H(1) (x ) [ I  - H(1)(x)] -1 = I - [ I  - H(1)(x)] -1 = [I - 
K(x) ] - IK (x ) [ - I  + II(x)], we conclude (35) and (36). I 
Only the assumptions P(x) >t O, etp(x)  = e t, R >1 O, eta = e t, RP(x)  
= I, Fl(x) = P(x)R,  I I (x)x  = x have to be imposed on the prolongation, 
aggregation, and projection matrices to derive the presented results. Thus, 
the error representations (26) to (36) also hold for partial aggregation 
methods uch as e and f in Haviv's paper [14, p. 957f.]. 
Now we can refine the local convergence r sult derived for iterative AD 
schemes by Mandel and Sekerka [20] for semiconvergent stochastic matrices, 
imposing only natural constraints (see also [30, 9]). 
THEOREM 1. Let T ~ •"×" be a semiconvergent stochastic matrix with 
the simple eigenvalue p(T) = 1 and an associated Perron-Frobenius eigen- 
vector x* ~.  We assume that one of the conditions (13) to (16) is satisfied. 
Let F = {J1 . . . . .  Jm} be a partition of the state space S = {1 . . . . .  n} into 
m >1 2 disjoint sets Ji with the membership matrix R such that x* e ~q~ fulfills 
the condition R" x* >> 0. 
Let I1" II be an induced matrix norm on •"× ". We assume that there exists 
an open ball ~'(x*) n~ at x* e~ arising from (R", 11" II) such that the 
condition rank[ / -  I I (x)T] = n - 1 holds for all x ~ ~/(x*) n~.  
Then there is an M ~ ~ such that the nonstationary two-level AMG 
scheme 
x (k+l) =J(m)(x(k)) .x (k), k = O, 1 . . . . .  (37) 
with m >1 M postsmoothing iterations is locally convergent to x , i.e., there 
exists an open ball ~' (x*)  n~ at x* such that {x (k+l), k >1 0} in (37) 
converges for each initial vector x (°) e ~(x* )  n~.  
I f  in addition 0 << x* ~ and I IL-I(x*)(T - x*et)L(x*)[12 < 1, then 
m = 1 postsmoothing iteration is sufficient. 
Proof. By (27) J(m)(x)x* = x* holds for all x e~.  There exists an 
open ball ~al(x*) n .~ c ~'(x*) n ~ of the norm topology with center at x* 
such that for all its elements x the error matrix of the AD step can be 
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represented by ~(x)  = [I - I I (x )T ]#[ I  - I I(x)] = [I - I I (x )T  + 
x*et ] - l [ I  - [I(x)] with H(x)  = A(x )n ' .  [nA(x )nt ]  -1 • R, A (x )  = 
Diag(x), and depends continuously on x. Hence, for any ~ ~ (0, 1) there is a 
3 ~ (0, ~)  such that for each x ~ ~(x* )  f3.~ c ~'~(x*) ¢3~ the inequality 
II '(x)ll <ll '(x*)ll + (38) 
holds. 
By the semiconvergence of T it follows that p(T( I  - T )#( I  - T) )  = 
~(T) < 1 and there is an M ~ N such that 
[T ( I -  T)#(I  - T)]" < 
II II + 
(39) 
for all m/> M. 
Combining the representation (m) (x )  = [T ( I  - T )#( I  - T ) ]mx l t (x )  
arising from (29) with the inequalities (38) and (39), we conclude that 
II~(m>ll ~l IH~m)(x) l l  " I1~11 < ~llx* -x l l  ~ dS 
for m >/M and for each x ~ ~(x* )  f3~. Hence, the AMG scheme (37) 
with m postsmoothing iterations converges locally to x* for each x (°} 
~'(x*) c~ = ~8(x*) A~ (cf. [20, Theorem 1]). 
Let 0 << x* ~ and I I L - I (x* ) (T  - x*et)L(x*) l l2 < 1 be satisfied. Ap- 
plying Lemma 2 and the techniques in [20, (11), p. 169], and using g(x* )  = 
x*, we have p = p(nO) (x* ) )  = p(L - l (x* )n (1) (x* )L (x* ) )  <~ I1[I - 
p(x* ) ]L - l (x* )g (x* )L (x* ) [ [2  ~ [ [L - I (x* ) (T  - x*et)L(x*) l lz  < 1. Let  ~ < 
< 1. For 0 < ~1 ~< (~ - ~) /2  we can choose an induced matrix norm I1" 117 
and a ball ~-'(x*) c •(x*)  of its norm topology such that IIH(~(x*)lJn < 
p(H(1)(x*))  + r/and all previous results hold. By the continuity of H°) (x )  = 
T~(x) ,  we have IlH(l~(x) - H(~}(x*)lln < 77 for all x ~ ~"(x* )  n~.  
Hence, I In°}(x)l ln < p(H°) (x* ) )  + 2r/~< ~ < 1 implies the local conver- 
gence. • 
In Theorem 1 the basic condition n -  1 = rank[ / -  II(x(~-))T] = 
rank[I - I I(x*)T] is imposed on the singular M-matrix I - I I (x )T  for all 
probabilityvectors x =- x ( r )  = x* + ~'r(x) ~ ~d(x*) f3~,  r (x )  = -~/ l lE Ih ,  
~" >/ 0, in an open ball ~'(x*) fq.~ at x* ~.  The rank coincidence of these 
perturbed and unperturbed Q-matrices is equivalent to the assumption that 
the associated Markov chains are regularly perturbed at x* along all direc- 
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tions r(x) determined by all vectors x ~ ~'(x*) (3 ~ (cf. [7, Proposition 4.2, 
p. 280]). Therefore, the formulation reveals the true nature of this perturba- 
tion constraint. Singularly perturbed Markov chains, like nearly decompos- 
able Markov chains, however, violate this condition and exhibit a multiple- 
time-scale behavior along with certain natural time scales and aggregation 
levels. The analysis of such Markov chains by AD methods has been exten- 
sively studied in the literature (see [7, 27, 5]). In particular, the local 
convergence of some standard iterative AD schemes has been proved for 
nearly completely decomposable Markov chains by Cao and Stewart [5] (see 
also [30]). 
4. THE STOCHASTIC MEANING OF THE BLOCK SOR SMOOTHER 
Normally, block SOR schemes are used in the AMG approach to smooth 
the fast transients of the error before and after an error-correction step (2) to 
(4). We show that this iterative smoother has a natural stochastic meaning in 
the Markovian context. Mitra and Tsoucas [22] first pointed out that in the 
Markovian context the point Gauss-Seidel method can be related to a 
homogeneous discrete-time Markov chain. The latter is derived from observ- 
ing the embedded jump chain only at certain instants. Using the Schur 
complement technique, we present a simplified algebraic derivation of their 
result in the case of the block underrelaxation scheme (cf. [17]). 
Let us consider the irreducible generator matrix Q ~ R "×" of a finite 
CTMC {Z(t), t t> 0} and select a relaxation parameter to ~ (0, 1]. We parti- 
tion Q into m >I 2 blocks, set up the corresponding block Gauss-Seidel 
splitting Q = L + U - D with the block-diagonal, regular M-matrix D = 
Diag(D H . . . . .  Dram) , the strictly lower triangular part L 1> 0, and the strictly 
upper triangular part U >/0. We assume that the states are arranged and 
numbered according to the corresponding partition F of the state space 
S = {1 . . . . .  n}. 
A new CTMC {Ze(t), t >i 0} with the generator matrix 
S L S S U 
= 
- I  0 I )SL 
L -D  U S 
( I  - w)l  wl - I  S v 
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is defined on the extended state space S e = S [.J S L I , . )Su  including the 
original state space S = {1 . . . . .  n}, a set of lower states S L = {1', . . . .  n'}, and 
a set of upper states S v = {1", . . . .  n"}. Applying a row scaling by the inverse 
of the block diagonal Diag(I, D, I) of -G  o, we construct a corresponding 
embedded jump chain {Z e, n ~ [~0} with the transition probability matrix 
(t.p.m.) 
(, 0 l0 0 , /  Pe(to) = I+ 0 D .Go= D- IL  0 D-~U . 
0 0 (1 - o~)I eoI 0 
From a stochastic point of view, this construction means that a new lower 
state i' and an upper state i" are attached to each state i of the original jump 
chain {Z,, n ~ N 0} associated with the CTMC {Z(t), t >/0}. These states 
constitute the sets S L, S U, and S, respectively. {Zn, n ~ N 0} is a DTMC 
embedded at the jump epochs of Z(t)  (cf. [25]). The partition F determines a 
natural aggregation of the states in S, S U, and S L. The behavior of the new 
jump chain Z e with the t.p.m. Pe(~O) on S e is determined by the transitions 
of the original jump chain Z n between the aggregates based on the natural 
ordering of integers. It imitates the upward and downward jumps between 
aggregates of this original DTMC Z n by proceeding to states of S L and S U, 
respectively. If the original DTMC stays in a state of S, upward transitions 
between aggregates are reflected by a jump of Zn e into states of S U. The 
probability of such a transition from i ~ S to j "  ~ S U is given by the 
corresponding probability (D-  1U)ij of the original jump chain Z,. Corre- 
sponding downward jumps between aggregates are recorded in a similar way 
whereby each lower state i' ~ S L can be reached from its original state j ~ S 
with probability (D-1L) jv  Furthermore, from each lower state i' ~ S L the 
corresponding upper state i" ~ S U can be reached with probability one. 
Starting in an upper state i" ~ S U its associated original state i ~ S can be 
entered with probability ~o, and the lower state i' ~ S L with probability 
1 - ~o. Hence, transitions between lower states are impossible, and Z e is 
restarted in a corresponding upper state after each downward jump of the 
original jump chain Z,. After an upward transition between aggregates by Z e, 
a binomial trial is initiated to determine the direction of the next step. With 
probability co, Z~ is restarted in a corresponding state of the original state 
space, and with 1 - oJ, Z~ proceeds to a corresponding state in S L. 
Now we construct the censored DTMC {Z s;-, n ~ N 0} on the set S L of 
lower states according to the state-space r duction approach (cf. [11]), i.e., we 
observe the DTMC Z e only during its visits in S L. The resulting t.p.m, is 
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given by 
PsL( ) : ( 
1 )-1(1_o ) 
-~I - D -1U ~ I  + D-1L  
O) 
= (D - ¢oU)-1[(1 - to)D + "L ]  (40) 
(cf. [11; 25, p. 261]). 
If we observe the jump chain Z~ only during its visits on the set S u of 
upper states, the resulting embedded DTMC is described by the t.p.m. 
Psu(~o) = (1 - ¢o)I + ~oD- I (L  + U). If a point splitting has been used, 
Psu(1) = D- I (L  + U)  is the t.p.m, of the jump chain embedded at succes- 
sive jump epochs of the original CTMC Z(t ) .  Psu(eo) is its semiconvergent 
stationary first-order Richardson extrapolation (cf. [16, Chapter V, Theorem 
5.1.1, p. 99]). 
1 1 1 The sketched construction of the matrix PsL(1) = (I  - D-  U)-  • D-  L 
associated with the backward block Gauss-Seidel scheme of - Q by state-space 
reduction has also a simple interpretation i terms of the stochastic evolution 
of the original CTMC Z(t). Considering the natural order of the aggregates 
of states, we divide each trajectory into portions with a sequence of monotone 
increasing jump events between the visited aggregates followed by a single 
step downward. The length of the nondecreasing portion of the path in terms 
of the visited aggregates can be zero if two downward jumps between 
aggregates occur consecutively (see Fig. 1). Let i and j be two states reached 
consecutively during such an excursion after the downward steps. Then the 
probability of the corresponding transition is determined by (PsL(1)),. Con- 
sidering the underrelaxation scheme, an additional independent binomial 
experiment is performed before each jump of those excursions leaving the 
actual aggregate. The corresponding upward and downward transitions are 
performed only with probability ¢o, and with 1 - ~o no movement occurs. 
Normally, for a given generator matrix Q the M-matrix A = -Qt  = D t 
- (U + L) t is used as the smoother of an AMG scheme. Then the weak 
regular block splitting A = M,o - N,0 into M~ = (1 /eo) (D  t - eoUt), N,o = 
(1/¢o)[(1 - o~)D t + ~oL t] yields the iteration matrix J~ = (D  t - ~oUt)-l[(1 
- to)D ~ + col t ] of the underrelaxation variant of the forward block Gauss- 
Seidel scheme. A similarity transformation generates the nonnegative dual 
iteration matrix 
7"., = M, , , ]~M~ 1 = [(1 - a~)D t + mLt ] (  Dt  - eoUt) -1 
: { (D  - - . )D  ÷ .q} ' :  
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FIG. 1. Trajectory of Z(t). 
for o~ ~ (0, 1]. T 1 and its accelerated variant To, have the same spectral 
properties as the corresponding stochastic matrices PsL(1) and Ps,(OJ) of the 
DTMC Z sL resulting from the state-space r duction approach. 
In this respect, the DTMCs Z e and Z s~ are only fictitious stochastic 
models used to distinguish and to record properly only those transitions of 
Z(t) between different aggregates, irrespective of the behavior within these 
aggregates. The above-described reduction process associated with the obser- 
vation of Z(t) after downward steps between aggregates can be interpreted as 
a random transformation of the time scale of the stochastic process Z(t) by 
the corresponding jump epochs (see Fig. 1; cf. [1, p. 13]). The Perron- 
Frobenius eigenvector x* ~ ~ calculated by the underrelaxation scheme 
coincides with the steady-state distribution vector of this DTMC Zn s~ embed- 
ded after downward transitions of Z(t) between aggregates. The rate of 
convergence to reach steady state is determined by the quantity 8(To,), and 
the related coefficient of ergodicity r(To,) = max{llTo, xll Ix ~ R ~, Ilxll ~< 1, 
etx = 0} is its upper bound (cf. [24]). 
The proposed AMG scheme can be applied to the iteration matrix 
associated with any regular splitting of an irreducible Q-matrix A. Therefore, 
all derived results can be applied to R-regular block splittings and their 
underrelaxation variant, which are used in combination with sparse-matrix 
factorization techniques (cf. [23]). In summary, we see that the classical point- 
and block-iteration methods have a natural stochastic meaning if they are 
used as solution methods for finite Markov chains. This stochastic insight can 
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be used to derive heuristics for adequate splittings with fast postsmoothing 
iteration schemes. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have studied a two-level algebraic multigrid scheme for computing 
the steady-state distribution vector of a finite Markov chain. We have 
revealed its equivalence to an iterative aggregation-disaggregation technique. 
We have analyzed the error of the postsmoothing iteration following a 
coarse-grid error correction during the iteration process and proved the local 
convergence for all Markov chains that are, in a certain manner, regularly 
perturbed. Along with it, we have refined the error analysis of Chatelin and 
Miranker and Haviv. Furthermore, an interpretation f the block underrelax- 
ation smoother in the stochastic context has been developed. 
The proposed procedure has been employed as basic numerical solver in 
the advanced software package MACOM to calculate the steady-state distribu- 
tion vectors of large Markov chains. Its merits and difficulties have been 
evaluated by some teletraffic models (cf. [18, 19]). 
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